Schein and Gallager introduced the Gaussian parallel relay channel in 2000. They proposed the Am plify-and-Forward (AF) and the Decode-and-Forward (DF) strategies for this channel. For a long time, the best known achievable rate for this channel was based on the AF and DF with time sharing (AF -DF). Recently, a Rematch-and-Forward (RF) scheme for the scenario in which different amounts of bandwidth can be assigned to the first and second hops were proposed. In this paper, we propose a Combined Amplify-and-Decode Forward (CADF) scheme for the Gaussian parallel relay channel. We prove that the CADF scheme always gives a better achievable rate com pared to the RF scheme, when there is a bandwidth mismatch between the first hop and the second hop. Furthermore, for the equal bandwidth case (Schein's setup), we show that the time sharing between the CADF and the DF schemes (CADF-DF) leads to a better achievable rate compared to the time sharing between the RF and the DF schemes (RF-DF) as well as the AF -DF.
I. INTRODUCTION
The continuous growth in wireless communication has motivated information theoretists to extend Shannon's information theoretic arguments for a single user channel to the scenarios that involve communication among multiple users.
The Relay channel is a three terminal network which was introduced for the first time by Van der Meulen in 1971 [1] . The most important capacity result of the relay channel was reported by Cover and EI Gamal [2] . There are also several works on the multi-relay channel in the literature (See [3] - [8] , and [10] - [12] ). Xie and Kumar generalized the block Markov encoding scheme of [2] for a network of multiple relays [4] . Furthermore, Gastpar, Kramer, and Gupta extended the Compress-and-Forward (CF) scheme in [2] to a multiple relay channel by introducing the concept of antenna polling in [6] and [7] . Recently, Salman Avestimehr, Suhas Diggavi and David Tse in [10] - [12] further studied the capacity of wireless relay networks. The authors in [10] [11] , proposed a deterministic model for a multiuser communication channel and generalized the max-flow mincut theorem from the wire-line to the wire-less networks. In [12] , these authors proposed an achievable rate for the Gaussian relay networks and showed that this rate is within a constant bit (determined by the graph topology of the network) from the cut-set bound.
In this paper, we consider the Gaussian parallel relay channel with a source, a destination, and a set of relays. There is no direct link from the source to the destination. This parallel relay channel is a special case of a multiple relay network, in which source broadcasts its data to all the relays, and the relays transmit their data coherently to the destination. Schein and Gallager introduced the parallel relay channel in [3] . They considered the parallel relay channel with two relays and studied possible coding schemes for this channel. For the Gaussian case, they proposed the Amplifyand-Forward (AF) and Decode-and-Forward (DF) schemes and also another scheme based on the time sharing of those schemes. Gastpar in [5] showed that in a Gaussian parallel relay channel with infinite number of relays, the optimum coding scheme is the AF.
For many years, Schein and Gallager's achievable rate based on the time sharing between the AF and DF (AF-DF) was the best known achievable scheme for the Gaussian parallel relay channel with two relays. Since then there was no reported improvement in the literature. However, more recently, Yuval Kochman, Anatoly Khina, Uri Erez, Ram Zamir in [15] , proposed the Rematch-and-Forward (RF) scheme for this channel. This scheme is based on the use of the analog modulo-lattice modulation (See [14] ). The RF scheme is used for the scenarios in which there is a bandwidth mismatch between the source-relays and relaysdestination channels. Furthermore, the authors showed that the time sharing between the RF and DF scheme (RF-DF), in certain scenarios, achieves a better rate than the Schein and Gallager's scheme.
In this paper, we propose a Combined Amplify-and-Decode Forward (CADF) scheme, when there is a bandwidth mismatch between the source-relays (Broadcast : BC) and relays-destination (Multiple Access: MAC) channels. We prove that this scheme always achieves a better rate than the RF scheme. Furthermore, we show that time sharing between the CADF and the DF (CADF-DF) outperforms the RF-DF and the AF-DF. This paper is organized as follows. The system model is introduced in section II. In section III, the CADF scheme for the bandwidth mismatch scenarios is explained. Also its achievable rate is compared with that of the traditional coding schemes as well as the RF scheme. Simulation results are presented in section IV, and section V concludes the paper.
Throughout the paper, lowercase bold letters and regular letters represent vectors and scalars, respectively. And 
Power distribution of the "AF" and "OF" messages at the source and the relay sides. A~n) denotes the set of weakly jointly typical sequences for any intended set of random variables.
necessarily the same. Hence, the Combined Amplify-and-Decode Forward (CADF) scheme is proposed for these types of situations in the sequel.
Here we assume that for each p uses of the BC channel, one use of the MAC channel is allowed. p can be either less or greater than " 1". According to the cut-set bound Theorem (See [9] ), on the cuts corresponding to the first and second hop, the upper bound, Cup, on the capacity of this channel,
A. The Combined Amplify-and-Decode Forward (CADF)
In this section, the CAOF scheme is studied. This scheme is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. In this strategy, the intended message is split into AF and OF messages. The AF message itself is split into L AF sub-messages. Each AF sub-message is transmitted in 20:1 (l = 1" " , L ) fraction of the available bandwidth from the source to the destination. The OF message is superimposed on the AF message and transmitted from the source to the relays in 'Lf =10: 1 + /31 dimensions.
Having decoded the OF message, each relay transmits the reencoded version on top of the AF message in 'Lf=l 0:1 + /32 dimensions (See Fig. 3 ). Considering the fact that the relays decode the OF message while considering the AF power as part of the noise power, due to the water-filling result of the OF message on the AF message and from equations (3) and (4), in 0:1 band from the source to each relay, we have:
II. THE SYSTEM MODEL
The setup considered in this paper is similar to [15] . Here, we consider a Gaussian network which consists of a source, M relays , and a destination with no direct link between the source and the destination.
Nodes 1, . .. ,M represent relay 1 , . . " relay M , respectively. The transmitted signals from the source and the relays, and the received signals at the relays and the destination are denoted by XB C, xm(m = 1" ", M) and Ym(m = 1" " , M ), and Y MAC' respectively. Hence, we have:
M YMA C = L Xm + ZMAC · (2) m=l where Zm and ZM AC are the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) terms. Throughout the paper, for the sake of simplicity, we consider the symmetric case in which all the AWGN terms have zero mean and the variance " 1" per dimension.
Furthermore, the average power constraints P s, Pm (m E {I "" , M }) should be satisfied for the source and the relay nodes:
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n where n denotes the corresponding vector length.
Due to the symmetry assumption, we have: 
III. TH E BA NDWIDTH MISMATCH CAS E
In this section, we study the problem of bandwidth mismatch between the first and second hop. This problem may arise in many practical situations. For instance, the available bandwidth for the source and the relays to transmit their signals may not be equal. As another example, consider a half-duplex parallel relay channel where, assuming a constant bandwidth from the source to the destination, the optimum amount of bandwidth for the first and second hops is not Similarly, for the relay side we have: P r ,A FI + P r ,D FI = P r , l = 1"" , L. (8) Furthermore, due to the bandwidth constraint for the BC and MAC channels (Fig. 3 ), we have: 
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The above discussions result in the the following Theorem. 
3) Compress-and-Forward (CF):
The CF scheme achieves (See [15] )
subject to:
The Rematch-and-Forward (RF) scheme
The following theorem for the achievable rate of the RF scheme is proved in [15] . Fig. 3 . Bandwidth allocation for the "AF" and "DF" messages for the Gaussian Parallel Relay Channel.
Proposition 1
The optimum number ofbands L in the CADF scheme is at most equal to two.
B. The Traditional Coding Schemes
The achievable rates for the traditional coding schemes such as the Decode-and-Forward (DF), the Amplify-and-Forward (AF), and the Compress-and-Forward (CF) are derived in [15] . These are highlighted for comparison purposes: Now, we can lower-bound the right-hand side of equation (14) as follows:
Here, (a) follows from applying Holder's inequality with p == and q == 1~P (See [16] ). Comparing equations (14) and (15) the proof IS completed.
Case 2 : p 2:: 1: For the sake of simplicity we assume that no DF message is superimposed on the AF message at the source side. Here two cases are considered:
Theorem 2 For the Gaussian parallel relay channel with expansion factor p, assuming P; > 1, the RF scheme achieves the following rate:
( M2 Pr (Pf -1) )
where )... == min(p, 1).
Proof: Here, we assume that L == 1 and depending on p < 1 or p > 1, either {31 == 0 and {32 i-0 or {31 i-0 and {32 == o. Furthermore, for the case p > 1, we assume that the DF message is first decoded at the destination (See [13] ). Case 1 : p ::; 1: Consider the proposed scheme with Ps,AF == P] -1, Ps,DF == P; -P] + 1, and assume that no DF message is superimposed on the AF message at the relay side. Hence, the achievable rate of CADF scheme can be simplified to: (17) ., •
IV. SIM ULATION RESULTS
In this section, the achievable rates of the proposed CADF scheme with that of the traditional coding schemes, and the upper bound are compared. Fig. 4 compares the achievable rates of different schemes when p = 0.5 < 1. On the other hand, Fig. 5 compares the achievable rates of different schemes when p = 2 > 1. As we proved in the previous sections, the CADF scheme always outperforms the RF scheme, as shown in the figures above. Fig. 6 compares the achievable rate of the CADF-DF with that of the RF-DF in [15] , and the AF-DF of [3] in the Schein 's parallel relay setup (i.e. parallel relay with two relays and no bandwidth mismatch) . Here, we assume that P, = 20(dB). In this figure, the same time sharing pattern in [15] is used for the time sharing between the CADF and the DF schemes (See [13] ). As Fig. 6 shows, the CADF-DF considerably outperforms the RF-DF and AF-DF.
V. CO NCL USIO N
This paper considered the problem of data transmission for the Gaussian parallel relay channel when there is a bandwidth mismatch between the BC channel and the MAC channel. A Combined Amplify-and-Decode Forward (CADF) scheme was proposed and it was proved that the CADF always outperforms the RF scheme presented in [15] . It was also shown that the CADF scheme always outperforms other traditional coding schemes, i.e., AF, DF, and CF. For the case in which there exists no bandwidth mismatch between the BC and the MAC channels , using the time sharing between the CADF and DF schemes (CADF-DF) always outperforms the RF-DF in [15] , and the AF-DF in [3] . At band ca, the destination declares WAFl == WAFl and WDF l == WDF l iff there exit unique vBC l (WAF l) and u., (WDF l) , such that (VBC l (WAF l), u., (WDF l) ,YMAC l) E A~n). Hence, in order to make the probability of error zero, we have: However, as we show in [13] , the inequality in (24) is not required. Similarly at band f32, the destination declares W D F == W D F iff there exits a unique X r (wD F ), such that (x r (WDF) 'YMAC) E A~n). Hence, in order to make the probability of error zero, we have:
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